SÃO PAULO CITY TOUR

The ideal City Tour in Sao Paulo for those who wish to see the main attractions of Sao Paulo but
who don’t have time in which to do so. Our tour guides will detail the historic-cultural aspects of
some of the most important sites in the city, in addition to showing the day to day life of the
Paulistano (as the city’s inhabitants call themselves) in the financial capital of the Brazil.
You will have the opportunity to get to know São Paulo’s historic downtown, its traditional
neighborhoods, its most important thoroughfare, as well as the city’s most popular and wellknown park.
Here are some of the sites we will visit in São Paulo:
São Paulo Historic Downtown
Site of the city’s founding, this is the perfect place to learn about the history of São Paulo and
about the cultural aspects of the Capital and hear some explanations from the guide.

Neighborhood of Liberdade
Home to the world’s largest Japanese population in the world outside of Japan and the heart of
the asian community in São Paulo, Liberdade is one of the most colorful neighborhoods in the city.
It boasts diversified commerce and important tourist sites.

Paulista Avenue
Founded at the end of the 19th century, Paulista Avenue was the most luxurious street in the city,
of the rich and powerful coffee barons. Currently, Paulista is one of the most important financial
centers in the Capital in addition to being home to a wide variety of buildings which show off the
city’s diverse architecture.

Ibirapuera Park
The city’s main park, which features a historically and architecturally important group of buildings
by world-renowned Brazilian architect Oscar Niemeyer (winner of the Pritzker Prize for
architecture) and landscaping by Burle Marx.

Additional Information:
• ATTENTION: In some cases we may encounter heavy traffic, closed visitation places or other
unforeseeable events which may make it impossible to visit all of the attractions listed. You can
choose to contract of our private service include or exclude some attractions that may not be of
interest to you;
• This São Paulo City Tour will last approximately 3 hours;
• Schedules of outputs 08:30 AM and 01:30 PM;
• Our service is regular (hotel by hotel) and prices are valid for tours that start and end within in
the São Paulo central area;
• Our services include a trilingual guide (Portuguese, English and Spanish). Guides who speak other
languages are available by request; contact us for more information;
• Meals and other personal expenses not included;
• Tickets for attractions not included.
Suggestions:
- Wear comfortable clothing and shoes
- Bring a bottle of water
- Bring sunscreen, sunglasses and a hat in case it’s hot

PRICES
Passengers

Rates

2 to 5 passengers

US$ 110,00 per passenger

6 to 10 passengers

US$ 64,00 per passenger

* Expiration date of the proposal 31/12/2015 after this date subject to change

